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Introduction

[Greeting:] → Welcome to “The Armor of Faith,” a show where we hope to bring our listeners closer to
the Word of God and the blessings we receive through living in the fullness of the Catholic faith. My 
name is Doug and I will be your host as we discuss the blessings of the Church Christ built upon Peter.

I am joined today by my panel: [names] 

Helen is a lay-Dominican with a love for music ministry. The Dominicans, I always mention, are also 
known as the Order of Preachers. Sharon, in addition to being my lovely wife as well as a wonderful 
blessing, is a youth and adult formation catechist. We are also blessed to have on our panel, Donna 
Mae, who is the artist who sculpted the statue of Our Lady of America which was carried by our youth 
and blessed by Saint John Paul II at the 1993 Word Youth Day. 

Of course, as everyone knows by now, I am simply here to ask questions because that is one way of 
learning from the people who have answers? The hard part we leave to our panelists, which is to 
answer my questions, correct my pronunciation, and make sure I know which century I am talking 
about, so welcome to our panelists as well as to our listeners.

Let us open with a prayer:

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

Heavenly Father, we lift up our hearts in thanks and praise for this opportunity to open and 
share your Holy Word this day. We pray that You are with us and all our listeners as we share 
with one another the blessings of faith. We pray You will grant us wisdom and understanding as 
we seek to learn Your Holy Truth. 

Dear Lord, we also lift up the prayers in our prayer basket. You know what is written on each 
one and you know the hearts of those who offer their thanks and praise as well as their petitions 
for the blessings of Your great mercy.
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We pray, especially today, for the conversion of souls. May hearts be opened to receive Your 
holy truth.

We also pray dear Lord for all those who ask for prayers through social media. The number of 
those who cry out are increasing. We pray, dear Lord, You will touch the hearts of those who lift
them as well as those for whom those prayers are lifted.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit we pray. Amen.

If you would like to add your prayers to our prayer basket, all you need to do is send us an 
email at armoroffaithradio@gmail.com. We ask that you include the word “prayer” in the 
subject line so that we will give it priority and ensure we place it in our prayer basket. Just so 
you know, Sharon and I lift up our prayers with those in the Armor of Faith Radio prayer basket 
during the course of our daily prayers.

We would also like to ask you to assist Armor of Faith Radio in our evangelization. By sharing 
the URL for our show, you can help us spread knowledge of our faith. All you need to do is 
share the URL, wcatradio.com/armoroffaith via email or social media and tell family and 
friends as well. Several of the streaming services through which we are available on demand 
also have share options, so we invite you to join the evangelization and help us spread the good 
news of the Gospel and our trust in Jesus Christ. You can also help us by selecting the follow or 
subscribe option associated with the service through which you listen to our show.

Current Day Commentary:

Hiding Our Talents

During Mass readings, we have heard the parable of the talents, Matthew 25:14-29. It is a 
parable about when a man of means prepared to go on a journey and entrusted his possessions 
to his servants. He gave ten talents to one, five talents to another, and one talent to a third. The 
first two invested their talents and upon their master's return, happily presented him with the 
fruits of their investment. The third, in fear of his master's anger should he lose the talent, 
simply buried it and did nothing with it. No fruit came from what was entrusted to him.

When we examine our lives, we must ask ourselves, which servant are we? Do we take the gifts
and talents God created within us and invest them to help accomplish his will or do we take 
them and bury them, bringing forth no good fruit from them? I'm not talking about how we use 
those gifts for our personal benefit or to earn a living, for while that may be noble that we do 
not present ourselves as a burden upon another, I am talking about how we use them to address 
the issues outlined in the very next parable in the book of Matthew known as the Judgment of 
Nations. I invite you to read it at Matthew 25:31-46 and reflect upon it, even if you remember it 
well from the teachings during the Liturgy of the Word or have discussed it in religious 
formation. 

Parish communities which invest their time, talent, and treasure to help with what our Lord 
refers to as “the least of these,” are endeavoring to produce the good fruits God desires from the
abilities He created within us. We are not all called to the same work, because we do not all 
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have the same talents, but we all have some talent which will bear good fruit through ministry 
and the relationships we build through ministry. 

The health of a parish may be gauged by the young voices cooing in the pews as well as by the 
fruits it produces. While the climax of our parish experience is the Mass, we give honor to the 
Eucharist through our ministry to address spiritual and corporal works of mercy. If we do not 
observe ministry in action, perhaps it is because it is missing our hands. Perhaps it is missing 
the person who says to their fellow parishioners, “Why can't we....?”

It is true, we do not have the power of government by which to tax and build grand 
bureaucracies, but big government, by its nature, lacks the heart by which to act with empathy 
and compassion. The more we work together to address the needs of our community, the 
brighter we make the day and create the conditions for community unity. 

If we are within a small parish, we may already be struggling with keeping the lights on. We 
may be tempted to say to ourselves, we are too small, there is nothing we can do. Perhaps we 
should ask the question, “Then with whom can we partner?” Is there another parish in the same 
region? Can we join forces and resources in some fashion? 

The time for good fruits is now. The time for charity, not just from our wallets, but also from 
our hands, is now, just as it has always been. It is up to us to make the decision. Let us make 
new friends through our charity. Let us make new lives through the fruits of the talents God 
created within us. And if we do not know what to do, we can ask another parishioner, “What can
we do?” If they do not know, we can lift up our hearts in prayer to ask the Holy Spirit to lead us 
and help us see our opportunities to bear good fruit and to build the only treasure we may take 
with us to heaven, the treasure of love. 

We must not be surprised if God sends us an angel or saint to nudge us away from burying our 
talent. We must listen carefully to what we hear within and observe what surrounds us if we are 
to open our eyes to see what is possible through helping to accomplish the will of God, which a 
certain saint reminds us is love and mercy itself.

Why Catholics Do What We Do:

Catholic Definitions – Part XVII: Feredae (fare a day) sententiae (sen tench e a) and latae (la 
tie) sententiae or Excommunication 

The word today is actually two phrases. Feredae sententiae and latae sententiae. These are 
words that are in the Code of Canon Law and the Catechism of the Catholic Church and they 
are forms of excommunication. Why am I going here? I have had lots of questions about this. 
Even more questions were asked during the US 2020 elections. Candidates who express that 
they are devout Catholics and yet hold tight to the belief that “abortion is a woman's right,” 
even though this is in direct contradiction to Church teaching, are deceiving not only you, the 
voter, but themselves as well.

Since this is Lent and we are in the season for penance and begging for forgiveness, I think this 
is a good place to introduce this. Since modern clergy often fail to teach about the rules, the 
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laws, the moral thinking or the truths of the Church, it is difficult for lay persons to know about 
these things. I call these the “hard subjects” and very, very, very, rarely will you ever hear any 
Catholic clergy talk about these. Listen for it. Listen to learn if your clergy (priests, deacons or 
bishops) are teaching you truths that affect your way of life. How many times have you heard 
your priest talk about the evil of abortion?

I have complained for many years that today's clergy do not teach morality on a regular basis, 
but during an election year, they ramp up for five minutes and tell us to vote with our “morally 
formed consciences.” How do we get morally formed if we are not being taught the truths, the 
laws, and the guidance of the Church? Here, I will let the clergy off the hook for a moment. All 
Catholics are called to study and learn the faith and its teachings. We are not let off the hook of 
learning by claiming that we go to church and expect the clergy to spoon feed us. Yes, teaching 
is their job, but since it is not happening these days, it is up to each and everyone of us to spend 
some time learning about this faith and this church we love.

Here we go. Feredae sententiae and latae sententiae.

These two sentences, again, are forms of excommunication. Over the centuries, the Church has 
written and reviewed the laws and have determined that there are occasions in which a person 
must be turned out of the Church. This is a final step, not a first step in an attempt to rehabilitate
the sinner. In Scripture, the Apostles spoke of reasons why someone should be punished by 
excommunication so this is not a new concept. Remember the stories about how we are to call 
out wrong doings? There are lots of them, but let us look at what Matthew says.

(Matthew 18:15-17)
15 “If your brother sins [against you], go and tell him his fault between you and him 
alone. If he listens to you, you have won over your brother. 16 If he does not listen, take 
one or two others along with you, so that ‘every fact may be established on the 
testimony of two or three witnesses.’ 17 If he refuses to listen to them, tell the church. If 
he refuses to listen even to the church, then treat him as you would a Gentile or a tax 
collector. 

If he refuses to listen, after repeated attempts to correct the behavior, what then? The Church 
has its own legal forum in which to try a person for crimes committed against Church teaching. 
If the crime requires a trial and excommunication is the final punishment, that is called feredae 
sententiae, meaning, the person has been tried and convicted and kicked out. Oh yes, this  
“person” I am referring to can be either a clerical person or a lay person.

Under Title VI, in paragraph 1398 of Canon Law we can read:

Can.1398: A person who procures a completed abortion incurs a latae sententiae 
excommunication.

A latae sententiae is an automatic excommunication. Why? Because the Church has already 
addressed the issue and decreed that the offense is not compatible with Church teachings and 
thus, the person who commits the sin need not be tried in a regular court, but automatically 
strips themselves of membership in the Church. There are several sins of which a latae 
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sententiae happens, but since it is up to each of us to learn, I will leave you with resources and 
you can explore them for yourselves.

Because of the questions I have received, I am only addressing abortion here. Is the woman who
gets the abortion the only one bound by the latae sententiae? No. Anyone who helps, promotes, 
pays for, or does the abortion, is also guilty of the crime of not protecting the sanctity of life. 
They, too, are subject to excommunicating themselves.

Is anyone who has done one of the ex-communicable crimes automatically removed from the 
Church?

In Title III Paragraphs 1323-1330 of Canon Law we find the exceptions to this rule: No one is 
automatically excommunicated for any offense if, without any fault of their own, they were 
unaware that they were violating a law (Can. 1323:2) or that a penalty was attached to the law 
(Can. 1324:1:9). The same applies if one was a minor, had the imperfect use of reason, was 
forced through grave or relatively grave fear, was forced through serious inconvenience, or in 
certain other circumstances (Can. 1324).

Now, knowing this, are we to be banned for life? No. We have a wonderfully awesome Church 
that gives us guidance on how to renew and refresh our souls and to be in the embrace of our 
Lord. 

Every Bishop is authorized to absolve us from such sins. In most cases in the US, the bishops 
have passed on to the priests the authority to absolve as well. So, if you have in any way 
participated in an abortion, talk with your priest. He will advise as to how to proceed with 
repentance, and the cleansing of the soul.

Repentance and cleansing, isn't that what Lent is about? This is a time for us to recall any sins 
we may have committed over our life span and have not yet confessed them. Confession and 
reconciliation is the only way to go and it is so refreshing when we go and remove all those 
heavy bricks that are stacked up on our shoulders. Happy Lent Everyone.

Have a blessed week All. Remember, you are loved dearly by God the Father, God the Son, God 
the Holy Spirit and yes, by us as well.

If you would like to learn more about the Catholic meaning of  “Excommunication,” we invite 
you to follow the links in the reference section of the topic summary for this episode. You can 
obtain the topic summary by visiting https://wcatradio.com/armoroffaithstudyguides/ and select 
episode 188.

Discussion: 

As we concluded our last episode, I mentioned a fun fact, and perhaps this only works in Latin, 
English, French and German; but each of the names of the Archangel Saints; Raphael, Gabriel, 
and Michael; uses seven letters to spell. I'm not sure what made me count, but what I discovered
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should be of no surprise, for as Catholics, we recognize the number seven as one which stands 
for perfection. According to Catholic Culture's Catholic Dictionary:

Seven is the symbolic number of charity, grace, and the Holy Spirit. It is the term that 
stands for perfection. There are seven sacraments, seven gifts of the Holy Spirit, seven 
deadly sins, seven joys, and seven sorrows of Our Lady. (Catholic Culture)

To those examples given in the Catholic Dictionary, there is more we can add, such as the seven
Spiritual Works of Mercy and the seven Corporal Works of Mercy. Suffice it to say, God speaks 
to us in many and varied ways; through His angels, through prophets, and also through His only
begotten Son (cf. Hebrews 1:1) If we are observant, if we listen carefully, if we look for His 
fingerprints on our life, if we reflect on our journey, we shall discern the many ways God speaks
to our hearts and touches our lives. 

The Archangels bring to us varied means of help by which we may engage the spiritual battle; 
healing, communication, and protection. Let us listen for them so we may hear in our hearts the 
light, silent sound of our Lord. (cf. 1 Kings 19:12)

Today, we turn our discussion to the Saint of Mothers, Saint Gerard Majella. As we examine the
early life of Saint Gerard, we learn that he was born on April 6, 1726 as the youngest of the five 
children of Dominic and Benedetta Galella Majella. He was born in Muro, near Naples in 
southern Italy. Accounts indicate he was very sickly at birth. Later in life, he applied to join the  
Capuchin monastery, but his frail health would be cause for their refusal.

As I read this, it seems like I have heard this story before. Saint Therese of Lisieux and Saint 
Kolbe also had health issues. Then, I noticed this first sentence to the preface of the book, Life 
of Blessed Gerard Majella, which stated:

An abundance of the most extraordinary operations of divine grace, set in the frame of a 
very ordinary human life, is what is here presented to the reader. (Dilgskron, v)

(Question 1: This is an interesting observation about a “saint.” I mean, when we think of saints,
we hardly think of ordinary lives or frailty. So, let's turn to our panel and ask about that. Why 
might we expect that people of challenging means and frail health would become saints? Why 
would God enable such soles with such holiness?)

➢ God often works through the lowly and frail so His power is evident
➢ The effort of the lowly is a demonstration of trust in the Lord
➢ It is a reminder of His grace (His undeserved help)
➢ We may have different callings by God, but what is common in that call is His 

grace.

(Judith 9:11)
11 “Your strength is not in numbers, nor does your might depend upon the powerful. You
are God of the lowly, helper of those of little account, supporter of the weak, protector of
those in despair, savior of those without hope. 
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Perhaps our Blessed Mother said it best after it was announced to her that she would become the
mother of the only begotten Son of God:

(Luke 1:46-53)
46 And Mary said: “My soul proclaims the greatness of the Lord;
47 my spirit rejoices in God my savior.
48 For he has looked upon his handmaid’s lowliness;
    behold, from now on will all ages call me blessed.
49 The Mighty One has done great things for me,
    and holy is his name.
50 His mercy is from age to age
    to those who fear him.
51 He has shown might with his arm,
    dispersed the arrogant of mind and heart.
52 He has thrown down the rulers from their thrones
    but lifted up the lowly.
53 The hungry he has filled with good things;
    the rich he has sent away empty.

Despite the refusal of the monastery, Saint Gerard was determined to enter religious life. He 
subsequently turned to the Redemptorist Fathers. After many refusals, again for his frail health, 
Father Cafaro, the superior of the missionaries, finally gave in and sent him to the the 
Redemptorist house at Deliceto with this note: "1 am sending you a useless lay brother." 
(Catholic Tradition)

(Question 2: This seems to be another trait we might observe in the lives of saints, which is 
persistence. Why is this an important quality of a saint?)

➢ If we quit at the first sign of challenge, how easily shall we be defeated?
➢ Persistence demonstrates commitment
➢ When we are not able, yet overcome the obstacle, God's grace is with us
➢ How will we prevail over the evil day without persistence and God's grace?
➢ Of course, we are talking about the persistence required to produce good fruits

The solemn charge from Saint Paul to Timothy:

(2 Timothy 4:1-5)
1 I charge you in the presence of God and of Christ Jesus, who will judge the living and 
the dead, and by his appearing and his kingly power: 2 proclaim the word; be persistent
whether it is convenient or inconvenient; convince, reprimand, encourage through all 
patience and teaching. 3 For the time will come when people will not tolerate sound 
doctrine but, following their own desires and insatiable curiosity, will accumulate 
teachers 4 and will stop listening to the truth and will be diverted to myths. 5 But you, 
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be self-possessed in all circumstances; put up with hardship; perform the work of an 
evangelist; fulfill your ministry. 

There are several miracles attributed to Saint Gerard, but his assistance to expectant mothers is 
the most noted. According to catholictradition.org:

Once, as he [St. Gerard] was leaving the home of his friends, the Pirofalo family, one of 
the daughters called after him that he had forgotten his handkerchief. In a moment of 
prophetic insight Gerard said: "Keep it. It will be useful to you some day." The 
handkerchief was treasured as a precious souvenir of Gerard. Years later the girl to 
whom he had given it was in danger of death in childbirth. She remembered the words of
Gerard, and called for the handkerchief. Almost immediately the danger passed and she 
delivered a healthy child. On another occasion the prayers of Gerard were asked by a 
mother when both she and her unborn child were in danger. Both she and the child came 
through the ordeal safely. (Catholic Tradition)

(Question 3: These and many other stories reveal the assistance given through the intercession 
of Saint Gerard. Why should we take note of this assistance to mothers, especially with those 
with difficult pregnancies?)

➢ Life is not possible without God willing it
➢ The world threatens life 
➢ Motherhood is a gift, but not all gifts are easily attained
➢ Blessed are those who enable life, for they help accomplish the will of God

(Question 4: We often look to saints to help us through their intercessions, however, I would 
like to throw another thought out there. Perhaps we can join in the work of the saints. Should 
we find that the life of Saint Gerard and his intercessions on the behalf of mothers and children 
speak to our hearts, how can we engage to assist the work of this saint?)

➢ Pray for the lives of the unborn
➢ Pray for mothers who are conflicted between the world and the life growing 

within their womb
➢ Pray for expectant mothers with pregnancies or lives in distress
➢ Pray at the sidewalk, during adoration, or at home for the end to abortion
➢ Volunteer to assist with pre and post natal care
➢ Volunteer to assist single parents and families in need
➢ Give alms to help families through troubling times

The following is a respect-life prayer we found at catholictradition.org:
http://www.catholictradition.org/Life/majella7.htm 
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St. Gerard Majella, women the world over have adopted thee as their patron in the joys 
and fears of childbearing. Today, we invoke thine intercession for the pro-life movement.

Pray that all will look upon human life as a great gift from God to be accepted and 
loved, not as an unwanted burden to be destroyed. Assist from Heaven the efforts of 
those on earth who are enlisted in the Christlike crusade of promoting the dignity and 
value of all human life, particularly the unborn. This we ask through Christ, Our Lord. 
Amen. 

For a novena in honor of Saint Gerard, visit novenaprayer.com and search for Saint Gerard. 
https://www.clutchingmyrosary.com/novenas/Novena_StRaphael.html 

Feastday: October 16
Patron: of expectant mothers
Death: 1755
Beatified: January 29, 1893, by Pope Leo XIII
Canonized: December 11, 1904, by Pope Saint Pius X 

Quotes:

Some Quotes by Saint Gerard

Consider the shortness of time, the length of eternity, and reflect how everything here below 
comes to an end and passes by. Of what use is it to lean upon that which cannot give support?

Who except God can give you peace? Has the world ever been able to satisfy the heart?

The Most Blessed Sacrament is Christ made visible. The poor sick person is Christ again made 
visible.

Only one thing is necessary in your anguish: bear everything with resignation to the Divine 
Will; for this will help you to attain your eternal salvation. Hope with a lively faith and you will 
receive everything from Almighty God.

Final Thoughts:

As we discussed, we can lift up our prayers to a saint to ask for their assistance, but we should 
not overlook the assistance we may offer after we lift up those prayers. 

I must confess, that my view, when we look to saints, was that they were people who were so 
far beyond me, but what did they do which was beyond any of us? With the exception of the 
Archangel Saints, they are people such as we. In some cases they were frail, in others, of 
meager means. What led to them being recognized by the Church as saints? Simply, it is the 
choices they made and the efforts of their choices. In other words, we all have the means by 
which we may assist with work similar to theirs. 

Perhaps we may need to ask a saint for assistance in our endeavors. As I mentioned in the 
second episode of this series, Saint Kolbe looked to the Little Way of Saint Therese of Lisieux 
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as a model. He asked her for assistance, and in the process, he became a saint as well. We too 
may look to saints and their lives as something after which to pattern our own lives and to 
inspire us as we face the struggles of the time. Through the saints, we may observe the value of 
persistence in good works and seeking the grace of God as we endeavor to help accomplish his 
will, which a certain saint reminds us is love and mercy itself.

Of course, there is so much more we could say about the Saint Gerard Majella, but, again, we 
have so little time. If you would like to learn more about the Saint of Mothers, we invite you to 
follow the links in the reference section of the topic summary for this show. You can obtain the 
topic summary by visiting https://wcatradio.com/armoroffaithstudyguides/ and look for episode 
188.

Wrap Up: Well, our time has once more come to an end. We hope you will be able to join us next time 
as we turn our discussion to the saints of grandparents.

Let us conclude with a prayer: Heavenly Father, we thank you for this opportunity to share the 
blessings of our trust and faith in You. We pray that as we go our separate ways, You will 
continue to walk with us and help us to see how we may put on the armor of truth, 
righteousness, peace, faith, salvation, and the Word of the gospel not only for the benefit of 
our lives, but also the lives of all who cross our path. 

And let us share the Flame of Love Prayer:

Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with thee. Blessed art thou among women, and 
blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. 
Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, 
spread the effect of grace of thy Flame of Love over all of humanity,
now and at the hour of our death. Amen.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, we pray. Amen.

Thank you all and God bless.

Next Session: Saints of Inspiration – Part V: The Saints of Grandparents
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